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Getting the books Dohnavur At Carmichael Amy With Service Of Years His Including Peploe Webb Murray Of Biography A
Leader My Follow now is not type of challenging means. You could not forlorn going when books amassing or library or borrowing
from your links to read them. This is an unconditionally easy means to speciﬁcally acquire lead by on-line. This online notice Dohnavur
At Carmichael Amy With Service Of Years His Including Peploe Webb Murray Of Biography A Leader My Follow can be one of the
options to accompany you taking into account having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. say yes me, the e-book will unconditionally heavens you other situation to read. Just invest tiny times to
door this on-line statement Dohnavur At Carmichael Amy With Service Of Years His Including Peploe Webb Murray Of
Biography A Leader My Follow as with ease as evaluation them wherever you are now.
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AMY CARMICHAEL OF DOHNAVUR
THE STORY OF A LOVER AND HER BELOVED
CLC Publications Amy Carmichael, born in 1867 in the village of Millisle, Ireland, gave herself unconditionally to Christ. She went ﬁrst
to Japan and following a short term in Ceylon, presently Sri Lanka, she landed in India in 1895 and remained there without a single
furlough until she died in January 1951.

GOLD CORD
THE STORY OF A FELLOWSHIP
CLC Publications The Dohnavur Fellowship is a group of Indian and European men and women working together in South India. Its
friends wanted to know how it began, and asked for something that would link up the stories already written: “What [kind of cord]
holds you together?” Dohnavur answered, “A gold cord.”

GOLD BY MOONLIGHT
SENSITIVE LESSONS FROM A WALK WITH PAIN
CLC Publications In this volume are sensitive lessons from a walk with pain. Amy Carmichael writes from experience with illness on
how to follow God in the midst of struggle. However Gold by Moonlight is not for the ill only. Rather, it is for all who walk in diﬃcult
places or who are caught in any.

PLOWED UNDER
A YOUNG GIRL’S OBEDIENCE. GOD’S EVER-PRESENT GRACE
CLC Publications Amy Carmichael, admired writer and missionary, tells the story of Arulai Tara (Star of Grace), the sister of Mimosa.
This book reveals the importance of preparing ourselves for obedience to God’s call in our lives; the beauty in remaining faithful in
preparing the ground God has given us.

MOUNTAIN BREEZES
THE COLLECTED POEMS OF AMY CARMICHAEL
CLC Publications Amy Carmichael was an instrument chosen by the Lord in her teenage years to minister unto the people of India. Her
books have comforted and challenged many, and reveal a life and work fully dedicated to the glory of God. Mountain Breezes is a
collection of poems that will inspire and bless readers.

TOWARD JERUSALEM
CLC Publications “We cannot bring Thee praise like golden noon-light shining on earth’s green ﬂoor; our song is more like silver of the
moonlight...” These bits of “silver moonlight” were written by the founder of the Dohnavur Fellowship, a ministry which has brought
help and the message of the light to those in darkness in South India.

A CHANCE TO DIE
THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF AMY CARMICHAEL
Revell A Chance to Die is a vibrant portrayal of Amy Carmichael, an Irish missionary and writer who spent ﬁfty-three years in south
India without furlough. There she became known as "Amma," or "mother," as she founded the Dohnavur Fellowship, a refuge for
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underprivileged children. Amy's life of obedience and courage stands as a model for all who claim the name of Christ. She was a
woman with desires and dreams, faults and fears, who gave her life unconditionally to serve her Master. Bringing Amma to life
through inspiring photos and compelling biographical narrative, Elisabeth Elliot urges readers to examine the depths of their own
commitment to Christ.

THINGS AS THEY ARE - MISSION WORK IN SOUTHERN INDIA
Readaclassic.com "Things As They Are - Mission Work in Southern India," by Amy Carmichael, was a controversial book in its time.
Most missionaries wrote ﬂowery accounts of their experience with mission service, skipping over the diﬃcult times. Amy Carmichael
stunned the Evangelical community in England by writing was South India was really like. Amy wrote what others left in between the
pages. She served in India for ﬁfty-six years without furlough and authored many books about the missionary work.

GOD’S MISSIONARY
CLC Publications Amy Carmichael set an impossible standard. Working as a missionary in India until her death in 1951, she took Jesus
at His word when He said, “If you want to be my disciple, you must give up your right to yourself, take up the Cross, and follow.” And
that she did.

A CHANCE TO DIE
THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF AMY CARMICHAEL
Revell A Chance to Die is a vibrant portrayal of Amy Carmichael, an Irish missionary and writer who spent ﬁfty-three years in south
India without furlough. There she became known as "Amma," or "mother," as she founded the Dohnavur Fellowship, a refuge for
underprivileged children. Amy's life of obedience and courage stands as a model for all who claim the name of Christ. She was a
woman with desires and dreams, faults and fears, who gave her life unconditionally to serve her Master. Bringing Amma to life
through inspiring photos and compelling biographical narrative, Elisabeth Elliot urges readers to examine the depths of their own
commitment to Christ.

FIGURES OF THE TRUE
DEVOTIONAL THOUGHTS INSPIRED BY NATURE
CLC Publications Look around you and see that there’s hope! Based on spiritual truths taken from black-and-white nature
photographs, Figures of the True is designed to encourage those going through a diﬃcult season. Well-loved teacher and missionary
Amy Carmichael uses short prose pieces to present messages from the Creator to you.

AMY CARMICHAEL
BEAUTY FOR ASHES
Banner of Truth Amy Carmichael (1867-1951) was a missionary and author who spent over ﬁfty years of her life without returning
home serving mainly low caste girls and boys in South India. Iain Murray's concise biography provides an enlightening and moving
account of her remarkable life and love for her Saviour, as well as perceptively drawing lessons from it.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WOMEN SOCIAL REFORMERS
ABC-CLIO "This valuable contribution to women's studies includes the stories of more than 400 women from 64 countries and brings
into the limelight many forgotten movements and personalities that have had major impacts on history. Readers will be inspired by
the fascinating biographies."--"Outstanding Reference Sources," American Libraries, May 2002.

TRIUMPHANT LOVE
THE CONTEXTUAL, CREATIVE AND STRATEGIC MISSIONARY WORK OF AMY BEATRICE CARMICHAEL IN SOUTH
INDIA
Wipf and Stock Publishers "This scientiﬁc-historical biography explores the inﬂuences that shaped the spirituality of Amy Carmichael of
Dohnavur. J. (Hans) Kommers investigates the historical background of Amy's childhood in Millisle and Belfast and provides new and
more scholarly information than existing biographies. He researched a variety of Keswick-related literature in order to provide a fuller
picture of Amy's connection with the Keswick Convention and their teaching. The descriptions of the life of the millworkers in Belfast,
the happenings on the worldwide stage and Victorian missionary work and methods round out the picture to give the reader a greater
understanding of Amy Carmichael. These new facts are most enlightening." --Dr Jackuelin Woolcock MB BChir MRCP (Lond), Director
Dohnavur Fellowship Corporation, Shoreham by Sea, UK, and Doctor in Dohnavur India 1969-1987 "Triumphant Love: The Contextual,
Creative and Strategic Missionary Work of Amy Beatrice Carmichael in South India provides the msot extensive biography thus far of
Amy Carmichael (1867-1951), a major ﬁgure on the missionary landscape of the late 19th and the ﬁrst half of the 20th century. She is
seen by some as the Protestant mother Teresa (both women worked in India and devoted all of their time and energy to the poor). The
book is very well researched. The author states that the purpose of the extensive research he undertook 'was to get a closer and
clearer picture of Amy Carmichael as the founder oﬀ the Dohnavur Fellowship.' Also, he wanted 'to give a balanced account of her
dealings with people and especially her life with God.' He does this. It provides the most comprehensive picture of this remarkable
woman. It is the deﬁnitive source of reference. J. (Hans) Kommers's view of the life of Amy Carmichael is that of a fellow evangelical.
He explains that not only Amy, but many missionaries of her time were inspired by the ideal that all people should have the
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opportunity to hear of Christ's salvation. According to him, her inspirational work is still relevant today." --Prof. Dr Gijsbert van den
Brink, URC Professor for Theology and Science, Faculty of Theology, Free University Amsterdam, the Netherlands

A WORLDLY CHRISTIAN
BoD – Books on Demand Stephen Neill (1900-1984) was a towering ﬁgure of twentieth-century global Christianity, but was in many
ways a broken man who faced profound and crippling struggles. A Worldly Christian charts the extraordinary but often tragic life of a
global Christian pioneer par excellence in a church that diversiﬁed dramatically during his lifetime. Privileged to live in radically
diﬀerent cultural contexts over the course of his life, Neill excelled by turns as a missionary and bishop in India, an ecumenist in
Geneva, a professor in Hamburg and Nairobi, and a proliﬁc author of some seventy books and hundreds of articles upon his retirement
to the UK. Throughout this varied career, he shared his tremendous knowledge of the world Christian movement with scholars, clergy
and laypersons alike. Many will ﬁnd his story compelling, from Christian scholars to all those who have cherished his inﬂuential body of
work and beneﬁt from his legacy.

CANDLES IN THE DARK
LETTERS OF HOPE AND ENCOURAGEMENT
CLC Publications Amy Carmichael was the eldest daughter of a large Christ-centered family in Millisle, Ireland. She was impressed at
an early age that “nothing is important but that which is eternal.” This understanding proved to be a foundation for her service to the
Lord among the mill workers of Ireland, the Japanese brieﬂy, and then India where she began her ministry to children in 1895 and
where she remained until her death in 1951.

TRIUMPHANT LOVE: THE CONTEXTUAL, CREATIVE AND STRATEGIC MISSIONARY WORK OF AMY BEATRICE
CARMICHAEL IN SOUTH INDIA
AOSIS The book is a treasure trove for scholars in the ﬁeld of science of religion who focus on comparative religion, spirituality and the
reception of Christianity in India and Ireland. The strength of the book is its comprehensive scope, critical and narratological
methodology, and the depth of the data analysis. The exposition of the contextual, creative and strategic missionary work of Amy
Beatrice Carmichael in south India is innovative and highly informative. The book contains a high level of original research in that it
goes beyond the existing research on the Carmichael biographies. The knowledge of the ﬁeld is comprehensive and the number and
quality of sources impressive. The biographic genre and methodology complement the extensive research in the book. This
combination constitutes a genuine historical foundation for the scholarship. The main purpose of the book is to open the ﬁeld of
science to and pique the interest of professional theologians with an interest in missiology and in the valuable contribution of Amy
Carmichael of Dohnavur. The book includes a comprehensive overview of the existing scholarly work on the topic and then makes a
further innovative contribution to and, in the end, provides the most comprehensive picture of the work of Amy Carmichael to date. It
will become the deﬁnitive reference book on the history of Christian missionary work in south India. It is original research and no part
of the book was plagiarised from any other publication or has been published elsewhere before.

WHISPERS OF HIS POWER
SELECTIONS FOR DAILY READING
CLC Publications Simple and poetic, Whispers of His Power contains a selection of 366 daily devotional readings culled from Amy
Carmichael’s previously unpublished letters and writings of encouragement. Each is based on a verse or short passage from Scripture
and will inspire you to deepen your walk with Christ.

ROSE FROM BRIER
A PRICELESS TREASURY OF HELPFUL THOUGHTS FOR THOSE WHO ARE ILL
CLC Publications Amy Carmichael wrote Rose from Brier after reﬂecting that most books of comfort for sick people are written by the
well and so miss their mark. Since pain is not always physical, this is a book for all who suﬀer, as it has been written by the ill, for the
ill.

THAT WAY AND NO OTHER
FOLLOWING GOD THROUGH STORM AND DROUGHT
Plough Spiritual Guides: Backp How do you stay true to God's call for your life? Amy Carmichael left everything to become a
missionary in India. But then seven-year-old Preena, ﬂeeing sexual slavery, threw herself on the newcomer's protection. Could
Carmichael relinquish a religious vocation to become a "nursemaid"? A picture of Jesus washing his disciples' feet came to her mind,
and "the question answered itself and was not asked again." Joined by a growing team of Indian women, Carmichael founded
Dohnavur, a community of households that has provided family for hundreds of girls who might otherwise have been sold into
prostitution. A modern-day saint, Amy Carmichael has inspired generations of missionaries and activists. The practical wisdom in
these selections, taken from her many books, conﬁrms her as a trustworthy spiritual guide for anyone honestly seeking to follow God's
path.

AMY CARMICHAEL
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LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN COME
Moody Publishers Arriving in India, Amy Carmichael sees little children married to pagan priests for temple prostitution. Amy rescues
these children and provides a safe, healthy home for them.

BISHOP STEPHEN NEILL
FROM EDINBURGH TO SOUTH INDIA
Peter Lang Bishop Stephen Neill (1900-1984) was one of the most gifted ﬁgures of world Christianity during the twentieth century.
Once referred to as a «much-tempted, brilliant, enigmatic man» his voluminous writings reveal little about the scholar himself. From
his birth in Edinburgh to his stellar student career in Cambridge to his meteoric rise through the clerical ranks in South India, Bishop
Neill's life was also riddled with discord. Based on interviews and archival research in India and England, Bishop Stephen Neill: From
Edinburgh to South India answers many of the questions surrounding this distinguished Christian statesman's conﬂicted life up to the
abrupt and puzzling termination of his bishopric. This biographical work takes the reader deep into the life and times of one of the
doyens of Christian missions. Intersecting with many remarkable personalities during the ﬁrst half of his life - William Temple, Amy
Carmichael, Malcolm Muggeridge, V. S. Azariah, A. D. Nock, Foss Westcott, and Verrier Elwin - Neill's legacy remains. Through his life,
readers will enter into the interwoven contexts of India and England during the ﬁnal decades of the British Raj. Students of Christian
missions and world Christianity will ﬁnd this book indispensable to their libraries.

I COME QUIETLY TO MEET YOU
AN INTIMATE JOURNEY IN GOD'S PRESENCE
Bethany House These devotional writings, collected by David Hazard, oﬀer readers uplifting times with God, showing them how to ﬁnd
safety in Him, live honestly before Him, and receive peace as they live in His presence. Amy Carmichael remained faithful to God
through times of material need, physical danger, pain, debilitating illness, disappointment, and attack by friends. From this crucible
she guides readers into a deeper friendship with the Father who is always trustworthy. Formerly released as You Are My Hiding Place.

THE WILD-BIRD CHILD
A LIFE OF AMY CARMICHAEL
Ambassador International She has become a legend. Brilliant, personable and passionate, she is arguably the most gifted of all Irish
woman writers of Christian literature. During the time of the Raj in India, Amy Carmichael discovered a custom of the time in which
children were ‘married to gods’ and so introduced to a life of prostitution. With a mixture of courage and heartbreak, she began to
uncover the facts, sometimes under disguise, for the government. After independence, the Indian government courageously
prohibited the practice by law. Against diﬃcult circumstances, Amy and her colleagues provided a safe home for these children
against awesomely diﬃcult circumstances at Dohnavur in South India. Until her death in 1951, she devoted ﬁfty years of her life to
rescuing babies and children from dangerous backgrounds in India. Amy, a Christian missionary, social reformer and writer of thirtyﬁve books, once described herself as a ‘Wild-bird child and in no wise tame’: her life proved her observation to be hauntingly accurate.
Millions of people have been inﬂuenced by her life and writing. For this biography, the ﬁrst by anyone from her home County, Derick
Bingham carefully researched Amy Carmichael’s original letters now placed by the Dohnavur Fellowship and Miss Margaret Wilkinson
in the Northern Ireland Public Records Oﬃce. As Bingham tried to uncover the heart and conscience of this extraordinarily self-eﬀacing
legend, he is on record as saying that it proved to be one of the greatest spiritual experiences of his life, and in this biography, readers
will ﬁnd spiritual gold.

FROM JERUSALEM TO IRIAN JAYA
A BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS
Zondervan Academic This is history at its best. From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya is readable, informative, gripping, and above all honest.
From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya helps readers understand the life and role of a missionary through real life examples of missionaries
throughout history. We see these men and women as fallible and human in their failures as well as their successes. These great
leaders of missions are presented as real people, and not super-saints. This second edition covers all 2,000 years of mission history
with a special emphasis on the modern era, including chapters focused on the Muslim world, Third World missions, and a comparison
of missions in Korea and Japan. It also contains both a general and an “illustration” index where readers can easily locate particular
missionaries, stories, or incidents. New design graphics, photographs, and maps help make this a compelling book. From Jerusalem to
Irian Jaya is as informative and intriguing as it is inspiring—an invaluable resource for missionaries, mission agencies, students, and all
who are concerned about the spreading of the gospel throughout the world.

AMY CARMICHAEL
SELFLESS SERVANT OF INDIA
Barbour Pub Incorporated For challenge and encouragement in your Christian life, read the life stories of Corrie ten Boom, Amy
Carmichael, Billy Graham, and David Livingstone.

MIMOSA
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A TRUE STORY
CLC Publications This child of an Indian village, from a Hindu family, heard one afternoon of a God who loved her, and she lived from
then on under His inﬂuence. Read the remarkable true story of her life, overcoming every kind of opposition and trouble, as a soul
charmed by God.

THINGS AS THEY ARE
MISSION WORK IN SOUTHERN INDIA
Good Press This book caused a stir when it was ﬁrst published because, for what was the ﬁrst time, it revealed the true and often
harsh facts about caste and Hinduism in southern India. The author wrote it in the hope that missionaries would consider their
evangelistic work in a more realistic light.

TWENTY REVIVALS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
2020 EDITION
G. J. Hocking How many countries experienced a religious revival during the 20th century? According to this new book on church
revival history, there were, at the very least, twenty such revivals occurring in various parts of the world. Revival swept from Asia to
Australia, through America, and across the European continent; all within the space of one century. When did I begin writing The
Twenty Revivals of the Twentieth Century? It was many years ago; I ﬁrst took pen to paper and began jotting down some of the
revivals that occurred over the last one-hundred years. At that time, the twentieth century had barely ended. Yet, looking back, the
realization came that there were at the very least twenty revivals, many of which do not appear in other books of this nature. The fact
that there were so many revivals may come as a surprise to some, considering it averages out at one spiritual awakening every ﬁve
years! So, one could say, the early twentieth century was an era of Revivals. Why This Book? I wrote The Twentieth Revivals of the
Century because there are so many stories that need to be told. Stories of sweeping revivals, which happened all across the globe.
Spiritual awakenings that occurred in countries making headlines today--sometimes for all the wrong reasons. Nations like North
Korea's Pyongyang, which had at one stage, in 1907, over 3,000 people in one church. Who would think when looking at the North
Korea of today under the current regime, Pyongyang was once called the Jerusalem of East Asia! Then, there is Japan, which almost
became a Christian nation, leading up to the twentieth century. At this time, Christianity began gaining ground at a rapid pace. It even
got to the point where some non-Christian government oﬃcials suggested that Christianity could become Japan's state religion. Such
was the impact heading into the twentieth century that some said not to send any foreign missionaries into Japan. Why? Because the
homegrown churches were gaining so much ground. Besides this, many also believed that if the local Christians continued the way
they were going, wrote Verbeck in 1889, "you need not, after 1890; send any more missionaries to Japan." So, what was the date for
the expected Christianization of the country? The writer continues, "Some put 1890 as the date, some 1895, but no one puts it any
later than 1900!" Great revivals covered in this book also include China, India, the former Soviet Union, as well as the United States,
when America felt the ﬂame of true religious revival. The thing that surprised me most, though, when writing this book, was that the
ﬁrst ﬂames of worldwide revival were the prayer circles that originated in Australia. Most, if not all, of the revivals detailed in this
book, took their cue from these praying groups in Melbourne. For example, Pandita Ramabai, in 1905, sent her daughter from India to
Australia. Why? To learn about the prayer circles. Before long, India experienced a revival similar to that of the Welsh Revival of 1904.
There are very few books today, which go into such depth as The Twenty Revivals of the Twentieth Century does. So. if you want to
learn about some unknown revival activity in the church, why not look at this book, it may change the way you think and pray about
worldwide revival in the church.

LOTUS BUDS
Good Press "Lotus Buds" by Amy Carmichael. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all
e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

50 PEOPLE EVERY CHRISTIAN SHOULD KNOW
LEARNING FROM SPIRITUAL GIANTS OF THE FAITH
Baker Books Christians in the twenty-ﬁrst century need encouragement and inspiration to lead lives that honor God. When faith is
weak or the pressures of the world seem overwhelming, remembering the great men and women of the past can inspire us to
renewed strength and purpose. Our spiritual struggles are not new, and the stories of those who have gone before us can help lead
the way to our own victories. 50 People Every Christian Should Know gives a glimpse into the lives of such people as Charles H.
Spurgeon, G. Campbell Morgan, A. W. Tozer, Fanny Crosby, Amy Carmichael, Jonathan Edwards, James Hudson Taylor, and many
more. Combining the stories of ﬁfty of these faithful men and women, beloved author Warren W. Wiersbe oﬀers today's readers
inspiration and encouragement in life's uncertain journey.

FRAGMENTS THAT REMAIN
CLC Publications Just as there were 12 baskets of fragments left over from the feeding of the 5,000, so the notes and letters that Amy
Carmicheal left behind provide “basketfuls” of spiritual nourishment. Come feast on these delightful morsels from the life of one who
was truly abandoned to God.
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10 PEOPLE EVERY CHRISTIAN SHOULD KNOW (EBOOK SHORTS)
Baker Books Beloved author Warren W. Wiersbe gives you a glimpse into the lives fascinating and faithful believers whose struggles
and triumphs will inspire and encourage you along life's uncertain journey.

EDGES OF HIS WAYS
DAILY DEVOTIONAL NOTES
CLC Publications Even when struggling with illness, Amy Carmichael frequently sent reﬂections and revelations from Scripture to
missionaries and orphans within Dohnavur Fellowship to encourage them. Her collection of devotional thoughts will share with you
pieces of who God is so you can better trust the completeness of His purposes for your life.

A CALL TO COMPASSION
TAKING GOD'S UNFAILING LOVE TO YOUR WORLD
BroadStreet Publishing Group LLC Jesus lived and breathed compassion. He was and is compassion itself. A Call to Compassion is your
personal invitation to discover the joy of committing your life to a cause higher than your own personal desires and learn to be a
reﬂection of God’s steadfast love. Be inspired by the stories of these eleven great women: Catherine Booth, cofounder of the Salvation
ArmyNancy Ward, hero and “last beloved lady” of the Cherokee NationFlorence Nightingale, reformer and pioneer of health care and a
well-trained nursing professionGladys Aylward, missionary to the sick, orphans, and poor in ChinaMother Teresa, devoted servant to
the poor in Calcutta, India, and the worldAmy Carmichael, missionary in India, serving girls oﬀered as temple prostitutes by their
parentsCatherine Drexel, nun who gave away millions of dollars to help Native Americans and African AmericansPhoebe Palmer,
mother of the Holiness MovementHannah More, well-known writer who worked for the abolition of slaveryElizabeth Fry, prison
reformer in England and EuropeHeidi Baker, passionate missionary “compelled by love” to the poor in Mozambique, Africa, and the
world God wants to express His heart through you in new and creative ways. Be a pioneer of compassion in your world today!

NIV, FAITH IN ACTION STUDY BIBLE, EBOOK
LIVING GOD'S WORD IN A CHANGING WORLD
Zondervan The Faith in Action Study Bible provides you with a deeply rooted understanding of how Scripture applies to contemporary
issues and personal growth. You will discover the relationship between history, culture, and the biblical narrative, and gain insight into
the fact that God’s heart for our world that transcends times and customs. Designed in a highly readable passage-by-passage
commentary style, the footnotes of this Bible are its centerpiece: “There and Then” notes shed light on the original context and
signiﬁcance of a passage, and “Here and Now” notes help you see the relevance of the passage for your life and the world. Also
included are articles by respected Christian authors and “Snapshots” of individuals with a high-impact faith who have embraced
Christianity not only as a view of life, but also a way of life. Over 175 charts, graphs, and tables highlight thought-provoking worldwide
realities, helping you evaluate your spiritual life and suggesting action/impact steps to help you grow, share, and live your faith. With
a 16-page full-color map section, this eBook has been optimized for reading on color screens, but will still function eﬀectively on other
devices. NIV ©2011. The New International Version (NIV) translation of the Bible is the world’s most popular modern-English
Bible—easy to understand, yet rich with the detail found in the original languages.

EDGES OF HIS WAYS
CLC Publications Experience greater depths of God's love, compassion and intimate fellowship through this daily devotional, compiled
from the writing of Amy Carmichael. An ideal gift book.

BOOKSELLER AND THE STATIONERY TRADES' JOURNAL
CONVERTING WOMEN
GENDER AND PROTESTANT CHRISTIANITY IN COLONIAL SOUTH INDIA
Oxford University Press With the emergence of Hindu nationalism, the conversion of Indians to Christianity has become a volatile
issue, erupting in violence against converts and missionaries. At the height of British colonialism, however, conversion was a path to
upward mobility for low-castes and untouchables, especially in the Tamil-speaking south of India. In this book, Eliza F. Kent takes a
fresh look at these conversions, focusing especially on the experience of women converts and the ways in which conversion
transformed gender roles and expectations. Kent argues that the creation of a new, "respectable" community identity was central to
the conversion process for the agricultural laborers and artisans who embraced Protestant Christianity under British rule. At the same
time, she shows, this new identity was informed as much by elite Sanskritic customs and ideologies as by Western Christian discourse.
Stigmatized by the dominant castes for their ritually polluting occupations and relaxed rules governing kinship and marriage, lowcaste converts sought to validate their new higher-status identity in part by the reform of gender relations. These reforms aﬀected
ideals of femininity and masculinity in the areas of marriage, domesticity, and dress. By the creation of a "discourse of respectability,"
says Kent, Tamil Christians hoped to counter the cultural justiﬁcations for their social, economic, and sexual exploitation at the hands
of high-caste landowners and village elites. Kent's focus on the interactions between Western women missionaries and the Indian
Christian women not only adds depth to our understanding of colonial and patriarchal power dynamics, but to the intricacies of
conversion itself. Posing an important challenge to normative notions of conversion as a privatized, individual moment in time, Kent's
study takes into consideration the ways that public behavior, social status, and the transformation of everyday life inform religious
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conversion.

WOULD YOU DARE?
Shark Enterprises A collection of short biographies of twelve Christians, spanning 900 years. Their lives challenge us to make a
diﬀerence in the world, no matter who we are.
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